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Abstract

This is a discussion of the main branching fractions of B Meson decays
(b ! cW�). What has been measured and what remains unmeasured is
summarized, and a plan to measure charged track multiplicity accompanying
the D(�) meson in B decay is presented.

Introduction

The existence of the B Meson was infered from the discovery of the �(1S) and
�(2S) mesons at Fermilab in 1977[1], and the measurement of the electromagnetic
production cross section, e+e� ! �(1S) and e+e� ! �(2S), in 1978 at the DORIS
storage ring of DESY[2]. From the magnitude of these cross-sections, it became
clear that the � resonances are to be described as b�b quark pairs, not t�t. The
Cornell-Electron-Storage-Ring, CESR, started operating in late 1979, and the two
Collaborations there, CLEO and CUSB published observation of the �(1S), �(2S),
�(3S)[3], and �(4S)[4] in 1980. The �(4S) is a much wider resonance and is be-
lieved to decay exclusively to B �B mesons. Over the past 20 years, the general
properties of the B meson decays have been studied by many di�erent groups[5].
For reasons having to do with minimizing backgrounds, CLEO has studied B mesons
by taking data at the �(4S). For every data sample recorded at the �(4S), CLEO
has collected a data sample of approximately half as much integrated luminosity
at an energy of 40 to 80 MeV below the �(4S) to measure the background from
the continuum. This energy is below B �B threshold. The original CLEO detector,
CLEO-I, was used from 1979 until 1988. It was then replaced by the CLEO-II detec-
tor, which consisted of a system of tracking chambers with much better resolution,
and a Cesium-Iodide crystal electromagnetic calorimeter (see �gure 1). In 1995,
the CLEO-II detector was upgraded, by replacing the inner-most tracking chamber,
(the PTL), with a silicon vertex tracker. The newer version of CLEO-II was named
CLEO-II.V. In 1998, CESR shut down for upgrading, and the CLEO-II.V detec-
tor was upgraded further and renamed CLEO-III. CLEO-III contains a new drift
chamber, a new silicon detector, and a Ring-Imaging-CHerenkov detector, RICH,
for better pion-kaon identi�cation, but the time-of-ight scintillation counters were
removed. Data taking with CLEO-III began in 2000. Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the
CLEO-II and CLEO-III detectors. Table 1 provides a summary of the integrated
luminosity recorded on the �(4S) for each of the CLEO detectors.
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Inclusive Branching Fractions

B meson decay is described by 4 basic diagrams, as shown in Fig. 3. The
diagrams describing b ! cW� and b ! uW� are shown in Figs 3a and 3b. The
magnitude of b ! cW� branching fractions versus b ! uW� branching fractions
have been estimated by the study of inclusive production of D mesons in non-
leptonic and semi-leptonic �nal states. Evidence for the existence of diagrams 3c
and 3d (the penquins), comes from the observation of b ! s �nal states such as
B ! K�. An estimate of the importance of the di�erent contributions to B meson
decays as measured from the inclusive branching fractions is given in Table 2.

Semi-leptonic Decay

The existence of the B meson was �rst veri�ed by the observation of leptons (elec-
trons and muons) coming from �(4S)[6] decays, with a momentum spectrum ex-
pected from B meson semi-leptonic decays[6]. The semi-leptonic decay of B mesons
has been studied in detail. A summary of what is known today about the branch-
ing fractions is given in Table 3[7]. The total branching fraction for semi-leptonic
decay is approximately 24%. This comes from the almost equal branching frac-
tion for inclusive electrons and muons, and an estimate of the expected branching
fraction for � leptons using the phase space factor. As shown in Table 3, some of
the exclusive �nal state branching fractions have been measured. The sum of the
measured exclusive semi-leptonic branching fractions is approximately 72% of the
inclusive semi-leptonic branching fraction. From the fact that the b ! uW� semi-
leptonic �nal state branching fractions are approximately 100 times smaller than
the b! cW� states, we estimated the total inclusive b! uW� branching fraction
shown in Table 2.

Hadronic Final States

From inclusive measurements of B ! DX, 87%; B ! �cX, �6%; and B !

(c�c)X, �2%; one concludes that b ! cW� is responsible for most, ( 95%), of B
decays. The challenging problem is to measure the exclusive branching fractions.
The measured two body exclusive branching fractions for hadronic decay of B mesons
are listed in Table 4. One observes for B ! D(�)X, total measured for B� = 10%,
and for Bo = 6:9%; for B ! (c�c)X, total measured is 0.41% and 0.33%; for b !
uW� plus b! sg plus b! s, the total branching fractions are 0.017% and 0.012%.
This again leads to the conclusion, understanding the b! cW� decays will enable
us to describe most (more than 90%) of B meson decays. The measured, three, four,
and �ve body �nal state branching fractions for the hadronic decay of B mesons via
b ! cW� are listed in Table 5. The measured exclusive branching fractions for 2
body �nal states is much larger than for 3, 4, or 5 body states, but that probably
has to do with complexity and larger combinatoric backgrounds for multi-body (>2)
�nal states. We know of no reason to expect the total branching fraction for 3 body,
4 body or 5 body hadronic states (D(�) meson plus 4 particles) should be so much



smaller than that of 2 bodies states.

A Proposed Method to measure \Exclusive" B Decays.

From the decay modes listed in Table 3, the total exclusive semi-leptonic branch-
ing fractions that have been measured is 7.5%; i.e., we have measured 7.5/10.5 =
72% of the semi-leptonic decays. Adding up the various hadronic decay modes
listed in Tables 4 and 5 and averaging over B� and Bo, we �nd only 14.8% for the
hadronic �nal states branching fractions. A summary of the major hadronic decay
branching fractions listed by multiplicity is given in Table 6. Assuming the total
hadronic branching fraction is (100 - 24)% = 76%, we have measured only 14.8/76
= 19% of the exclusive hadronic decay modes. It is interesting to speculate on
why we have measured 72% of the semi-leptonic �nal states where we are always
missing the energy and momentum of the neutrino, but only measured 19% of the
hadronic �nal states where for most modes we should be able to detect every �nal
state particle (photons, charged pions, kaons, and protons, but not neutrons). The
only explanation is based on higher multiplicity of the hadronic �nal state.

As mentioned earlier, CLEO has collected approximately 15 fb�1 of data on
the �(4S) resonance. This provides � 15 � 106 B �B pairs. If one were to try
reconstructing the B meson in one of the many clean easy to reconstruct decay
modes, and the D (or 	 meson) from the �B decay in the same event, then one
would have a very useful sample of �B decays. In this reconstruction process, we will
be removing events in which the sum of the charge of the tracks does not add up to
zero, and those events in which the total momentum vector of the D meson, plus the
charged tracks, and the photons does not point in \exactly" the direction opposite
to the momentum vector of the reconstructed B meson. We have estimated having
15,000 events in which we have reconstructed The B meson and the D meson from
the �B decay. This sample of 15,000 events might be useful to let us know how often
the B meson decays into

B ! D + 1track;D + 2tracks; ::::;D+ 9tracks; :::

B ! D + �o;D + �o;D + �o + 1track;D + �o + 1track; ::::;D+ �o + 9tracks; :::

Perhaps we will also be able to learn how often the B meson decays into

B ! D� + ntracks; D� + �o + ntracks; D� + �o + ntracks

B ! D(�) + 2�o + ntracks; D(�) + 3�o + ntracks

Given a sample of B ! D(�) + n tracks, one can investigate the invariant mass
distribution of the n tracks. We would also study the invariant mass distribution of
all two track combinations for each set of n charged tracks accompanying the D(�)

mesons.



Summary

Evidence for B mesons was discovered in 1980 and after 20 years, the decay
modes are understood at the 40% level (See the last line of Table 6.). The D
mesons were discovered in 1975, but 90% of their decay modes are already measured.
This enormous di�erence is due to the three times higher mass of the B meason
leading to more complicated, higher multiplicity states. However, we know from
inclusive measurements that more than 90% of B mesons decay to a DX (87.6%),
	X (1.15%), or �X (6.4%). It will be interesting if we are able to measure the
charged track multiplicity of the X part of B ! DX �nal states, to learn whether
the Standard Model with QCD is able to describe (predict) these multiplicities.
Measuring the same for B ! D�X (and also for B ! D�oX and B ! D��oX)
would be very useful. If our 15 fb�1 data sample is large enough (?), we should be
able to complete this over the next two years.
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Table 1, The CLEO Detectors Used to Study B Meson Decay

CLEO has been studying B Decay since 1980

Detector �(4S) Luminosity

CLEO I 1980 - 1989 295pb�1

CLEO II 1990 - 1995 3136pb�1

CLEO II.V 1996 - 1998 6064pb�1

CLEO III 2000 - 2001 � 6000pb�1

Table 2, Status of Our understanding of B Meson Decays

b! cW�
� (92 - 95)%

b! uW�
� (1.2 - 2)%

b! sg ??
b! s � (3� 10�2)%

Table 3, B Meson Semi-Leptonic Decays �B ! l���lX

(From inclusive measurements of Semi-Leptonic Decays)
The leptons, l,

l� = e� 10.5%
l� = �� 10.4%
l� = �� � 3% (from theory)

Total 'measured' 10.5 + 10.4 + 3.0 = 24%

X, the hadronics, for B� �Bo

X = D 2.15% 2.10%
X = D� 5.3% 4.6%
X = D�� 0.6% ??

X = � ?? (1:8� 10�2)%
X = � ?? (2:6� 10�2)%
�������������

Total measured � 8% � 7%



Table 4, Two Body B Meson Hadronic Decays

From b! c W�, for B�
! D(�)oX� �Bo

! D(�)+X�

D� (5:3� 0:5)� 10�3 (3:0� 0:4)� 10�3

DK (2:9� 0:8)� 10�4 ??
D� (1:34� 0:18)x10�2 (7:9� 1:4)x10�3

D�� (4:6� 0:4)� 10�3 (2:76� 0:21)x10�3

D�� (1:55� 0:31)x10�2 (6:8� 3:4)� 10�3

DDs (1:3� 0:4)� 10�2 (0:8� 0:3)� 10�2

DD�

s
(0:9� 0:4)� 10�2 (1:0� 0:5)� 10�2

D�Ds (1:2� 0:5)� 10�2 (0:96� 0:34)x10�2

D�D�

s
(2:7� 1:0)� 10�2 (2:0� 0:7)� 10�2

D�D� ?? (6:2+4:1
�3:1

)� 10�4

����������������������������

Total measured (10.0 � 1.3)% (6.9 � 1.0)%
================================

From b! c W�, for B�
! 	oX� �Bo

! 	oXo

	(1S) �K (1:0� 0:1)� 10�3 (0:89� 0:12)� 10�3

	(1S) �K� (1:48� 0:27)x10�3 (1:50� 0:17)� 10�3

	(1S)� (0:051� 0:015)x10�3 ??
	(2S) �K (0:58� 0:10)x10�3 ??
	(2S) �K� ?? (0:93� 0:23)� 10�3

�c1(1P ) �K (1:0� 0:4)� 10�3 ??
����������������������������

Total measured (0.41 � 0.05)% (0.33 � 0.03)%
================================

From b! uW� and/or b! sg

for B� �Bo

�o��; �+�� ?? (4:3+1:6
�1:4

)� 10�6

�oK�; �+K� (1:2+0:4
�0:3

)� 10�5 (1:7+0:4
�0:3

)� 10�5

��Ko; �oKo (1:8+0:5
�0:5

)� 10�5 (1:4+0:7
�0:6

)� 10�5

�0K�; �0Ko (6:5� 1:7)� 10�5 (4:7+2:8
�2:2

)� 10�5

! K�; ! Ko (1:5+0:7
�0:6

)� 10�5 ??
 K��;  K�o (5:7� 3:3)� 10�5 (4:0� 1:9)� 10�5

�������������

Total measured (0.017 � 0.004)% (0.012 � 0.004)%



Table 5, Multi-Body B Meson Hadronic Decays
Three Body Hadronic Final States
From b! c W�, for

B�
! D(�)X �Bo

! D(�)X

Do���o (4:2� 3:0)� 10�3 D+���o (1:1� 1:0)� 10�3

D�o���o ?? D�+���o (1:5� 0:5)� 10�2

D�+���� (2:1� 0:6)� 10�3 D�o�+�� ??

B�
! 	X� �Bo

! 	Xo

	(1S)K��o ?? 	(1S)K��+ (1:2� 0:6)� 10�3

B�
! N �N 0X �Bo

! N �N 0X

�+
c
�P�� (6:2� 2:7)� 10�4 �+

c
�N�� ??

�������������

Total measured (0.69 � 0.31)% (1.7 � 0.5)%
================================

Four Body Hadronic Final States
From b! c W� , for

B�
! D(�)X �Bo

! D(�)X

Do�����+ (5� 4)� 10�3 D+�����+ (8:0� 2:5)� 10�3

D�o�����+ (9:4� 2:6)� 10�3 D�+�����+ (6:8� 3:4)� 10�3

D�+�����o (1:5� 0:7)� 10�2 D�o���+�o ??

B�
! 	X� �Bo

! 	Xo

	(1S)K��+�� (1:4� 0:6)� 10�3 	(1S)K��+�o ??
	(2S)K��+�� (1:9� 1:2)� 10�3 	(1S)K��+�o ??

B�
! N �N 0X �Bo

! N �N 0X

�+
c
�P���o ?? �+

c
�P�+�� (1:3� 0:6)� 10�3

�������������

Total measured (3.3 � 0.9)% (1.6 � 0.4)%
================================

Five Body Hadronic Final States
From b! c W� , for

B�
! D(�)X �Bo

! D(�)X

Do�����+�o (0:41� 0:09) % D+�����+�o (0:28� 0:06) %
D�o�����+�o (1:8� 0:4) % D�+�����+�o (1:72� 0:28) %
D�o�����+�o ?? D�o���+���+ (0:3� 0:1) %

�������������

Total measured (2.2 � 0.4)% (2.3 � 0.3)%



Table 6, B Meson Branching Fractions

B� �Bo

Inclusive Semi-Leptonic
electrons, e� (10:9� 0:6)% (10:2� 0:6)%
muons, �� (10:8� 0:6)% (10:1� 0:6)%
tau, �� ( 3:1� 0:6)% ( 2:9� 0:6)%

������ ������

(24:7� 1:1)% (23:1� 1:1)%

Two Body Hadronic Final States with D or D� or D��

(10:0� 1:3)% ( 6:9� 1:0)%

Two Body Hadronic Final States with c�c. (i.e., 	's)

(0:41� 0:05)% (0:33� 0:03)%

Three Body Hadronic Final States
(0:69� 0:31)% (1:7� 0:5)%

Four Body Hadronic Final States
(3:3� 0:8)% (1:6� 0:4)%

Five Body Hadronic Final States
(2:2� 0:4)% (2:3� 0:3)%

Total, b! c, Inclusive Semi-Leptonic Decays plus
Exclusive Hadronics Decays

(41:3� 1:8)% (35:9� 1:7)%


